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Semester leases available!

$99 SECURITY DEPOSIT AND 1, 2, 3 AND 4 BEDROOM AVAILABLE.

PRICES START @ 475. MO

Convenient
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only 1.5 miles to Union
10 and 12 payment leases available
On-site management
The bus route is every 10 minutes
Utility package available
Individual leases
Roommate matching available

Equipped
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private bedrooms each with own bath
9 foot ceilings with crown molding
Full size washer and dryer
Clubhouse with 24 hour fitness center
31 seat theater, free for residents
24 hour computer lab
Group study room & game room
Resort style pool
Fully furnished or unfurnished

We are on the 22 Illini route now and it runs every 10 minutes.

CALL US TODAY! 217. FOR.RENT
Professionally Managed By: Green St Realty

1901 N Lincoln Ave, Urbana, Illinois 61801 • 217-367-7368 • CapstoneQuarters.com
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Adjustment and Adaptation after Graduation and
Returning for International Students
example, if students majoring in science and engineering have overseas employment experience, it will help
to improve their competitiveness, and if they have the
opportunity, they can enter counterpart jobs to accumulate experience. However, for some professions that are
highly dependent on surrounding social resources, the
longer they work abroad, the higher the potential “transition cost”. Students of this type of major may wish to
return to China to seek employment as soon as possible
to accumulate social resources in China.
In addition, because the systems and theories used and
referenced in some professions are not exactly the same
at home and abroad, there will be “unacceptable” situations. This requires returnees to complete the transformation as soon as possible when working in China and
adapt to the domestic environment.
Job field

For international students who choose to return to
China after graduation, whether they can adjust their
overall state is very important to improve work efficiency and improve their quality of life. As a returnee, the
author will combine his own experience to make some
suggestions on this topic from four aspects.
Social Style
The first thing that overseas returnees need to adjust in
their daily life is their social style.
Like many friends who have lived in European and
American countries, after returning to China, I can
more or less realize that the social model of Western society is quite different from that of China.
In foreign countries, urban life sometimes presents the
characteristics of “atomization”, that is, individual lives
are largely independent. On one hand, individuals will
tend to live alone with their parents if they are able to
grow up, and the relationship between classmates and
colleagues is also relatively alienated in school and
workplace. Unless they are like-minded, they will contact each other after leaving campus or company.
Some international students are used to this kind of cultural environment in foreign countries. Once they return to the country, they sometimes feel uncomfortable
or even disgusted with some lack of “distance” behaviors
or topics in interpersonal communication. Therefore,
after returning home, they need to take the actual situation in social interaction and actively try to change or
adjust their lifestyle to gradually adapt to the new social
environment.
State of mind
Adjusting the mentality is one of the preparations that
international students need to do before returning to
the country, in order to avoid the psychological gap that
may occur after returning to the country.
In the job hunting stage, many international students
subconsciously think that their comprehensive abilities

are “better than others” and have “hidden advantages”
in the job market, but the reality has poured cold water.
With the increase in the number of international students, the “golden content” of the returnees’ workplace
is no longer what it used to be. In addition to the strong
competitiveness of well-known overseas returnees, returnees who graduated from some less-known overseas
colleges and universities are likely to be “cold” in the job
market.
After officially entering the workplace, taking every step
steadily is the key to stand out. Needless to say, in some
popular industries, there is still a gap between domestic and foreign salary levels, and this is likely to cause a
gap in returnees, requiring self-adjustment. If you have
a long-term optimistic outlook for your industry, you
can make appropriate compromises on salary and treatment. After all, accumulating work experience is the
foundation of your career development.
Profession
Affected by the different education systems at home
and abroad, many international students choose “hot
majors” or “mixed majors” in order to expand their employment when applying for schools. However, due to
their lack of knowledge of major domestic related industries, they encounter difficulties when returning to
China to apply for jobs.
Relevant data from the “2016 China Returnee Employment Survey Report” has shown that among the returned returnees surveyed, only 47.6% believe that they
have a clear career plan, and 42.2% of the respondents
“do not like their current job and do not know Future
development direction.
When applying for a job, everyone will encounter a
new problem: Do you return to your country after accumulating experience in a foreign country for a few
years, or return to your country directly after graduation to apply for a job? Combining the experiences of
several seniors and alumni, the author believes that this
mainly depends on the employment market and shortterm prospects of the major in the domestic market. For

The workplace is a specific place for international students to apply their professional skills after returning
to the country. Changes in the environment will bring
about a series of changes. Whether or not personal personality is “in sync” with corporate culture and whether
values are in line with corporate culture are all critical to
doing a good job. There are also many differences in the
workplace culture at home and abroad.
Some returnees admitted that the country where they
study abroad has clear boundaries between private
time and working time. Except for a few special industries, employees enjoy personal freedom during offduty hours and will not respond to work-related calls
or emails from superiors or colleagues. In China, the
boundaries between work and get off work in some
companies are unclear, some companies often work
overtime, and some leaders are accustomed to assigning work to employees outside of working hours. These
differences require returnees to pay special attention to
when applying for jobs and at work.
At the same time, when choosing a company to join,
it must be prioritized based on personal work habits.
There are many types of private companies, and some
small companies are under pressure, but newcomers in
the workplace may get more opportunities in flat management; state-owned companies have stable positions,
but sometimes there are problems of lack of vitality and
creativity. These all require returnees to weigh the pros
and cons and comprehensively consider them.
In short, after returning home, they will face the dual
transformation of material and spirit. Whether they can
balance the pressure and formulate a suitable career plan
based on their own situation is a matter of future. Making timely adaptations and adjustments will provide a
more solid and stable foundation for their future life and
work in China and will also increase the happiness and
sense of gain in returning home.

Songzi Li/ Editing Manager
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Illinois Theatre Presents Virtual World Premiere
Adaptation of Macbeth/Ubu Roi
Psh*tter! A Drinking Song for the Year of Our Lord 2020
Restaged from Spring 2020, Virtual Viewing in November 2020

Urbana, IL—Lisa Gaye Dixon, director and producer,
says that Illinois Theatre’s latest endeavor, a production
originally slated for March 2020, is a “mélange of theatrical acting styles, writing genres, and design forms,
all created and coalesced together from the slyly brilliant mind and deeply open heart of playwright Henry
Wishcamper.”
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit in March 2020, Illinois Theatre was already nearing the end of the rehearsal process for Wishcamper’s politically satirical

Psh*tter! A Drinking Song for
the Year of Our Lord 2020. Indeed, the set was already fully
constructed on the Colwell
Playhouse stage at Krannert
Center for the Performing Arts.
The cast was able to give one
performance—for fellow faculty, staff, and students—before
the facility closed for months,
leaving the set and the production itself in stasis. As the fall
semester emerged under new
COVID-19 protocols and restrictions, Dixon has once again
led the production. In some
cases, recasting was necessary
due to graduations and other commitments. Dixon
and her team have used a mix of virtual and distanced
rehearsals, new physically distanced blocking and fight
sequences, costumes redesigned to include masks, a
designated COVID production supervisor, and a filming process, also directed by Dixon, that will allow for
digital delivery of this timely piece.
Henry Wishcamper member of the Goodman Theatre
Artistic Collective, has updated his 2007 The Polish

Play, as Psh*tter! A Drinking Song for the Year of Our
Lord 2020, which cunningly tackles the divergent and
convergent themes of history, politics, humanity, and
personal choice with biting satire and a good measure
of offense. Hysterically funny but definitely NSFW, this
mash-up of Shakespeare’s Macbeth and Alfred Jarry’s
Ubu Roi (itself a parody of Shakespeare’s Macbeth,
Hamlet, Julius Caesar, Richard III, and The Winter’s
Tale) offers an interpretation that remains just right for
this moment in time and upon this particular political
landscape.
In a world of madness and farce, Dixon and her creative team have shaped the grotesque journey of Daddy
Ubu and Momma Ubu through corruption, temptation, supernatural predilection, and the savage pursuit
of power while employing puppets, sound effects, and
somehow, the entire Polish army too.
Psh*tter! A Drinking Song For the Year of Our Lord
2020 was developed, in part, with assistance from the
Orchard Project (www.orchardproject.com), Ari Edelson, Artistic Director.
Contains adult content.
Viewing details will be available soon at KrannertCenter.com.

Krannert Center Presents Magical, Musical, Virtual Christmas Carol

Manual Cinema’s Christmas Carol
Sa Dec 5 at 3pm and 7pm, Su Dec 6 at 3pm and 6pm

Urbana, IL—Krannert Center for the Performing Arts
is pleased to present four exclusive performances of a
world premiere, online event, created for audiences of
all ages by the Chicago-based, interdisciplinary performance collective Manual Cinema—best known to
Krannert Center audiences from the captivating 2018
production of No Blue Memories—The Life of Gwendolyn Brooks. Manual Cinema takes on Charles Dickens’ holiday classic, A Christmas Carol, with a visually
and musically inventive adaptation made to broadcast
directly into the homes of patrons around the world.

In this contemporary take
on the classic, Aunt Trudy,
an avowed holiday skeptic,
has been recruited to channel her late husband Joe’s famous Christmas cheer. From
the isolation of her Chicago
apartment, she reconstructs
his annual A Christmas Carol
puppet show—over a Zoom
call while the family celebrates
Christmas Eve under lockdown. But as Trudy becomes
more absorbed in her own version of the story, the puppets
take on a life of their own, and
the family’s call transforms into a stunning, cinematic
adaptation of Dickens’ classic ghost story. Performed
live and streamed live from their Chicago studio,
Manual Cinema’s Christmas Carol features hundreds
of paper puppets, miniatures, silhouettes, and a live,
original musical score.
Following the Sunday, December 6 matinee performance, audiences are invited to join for a short, behindthe-scenes experience that will highlight the innovative
artistry of Manual Cinema’s puppets and props.

Performance Details and Tickets
Manual Cinema’s Christmas Carol
Sa Dec 5 at 3pm and 7pm
Su Dec 6 at 3pm* and 6pm
$15/household; please visit KrannertCenter.com for
student rates and to purchase tickets for this online
event that will last less than an hour.
Recommended for all ages.
Tickets for Manual Cinema’s Christmas Carol with either closed captioning or audio descriptions are available for purchase at https://go.krannertcenter.com/
manualcinema-2020-12-9. Both prerecorded options
will be available for viewing on December 9.
*Manual Cinema Puppet Time
Su Dec 6 at 4pm
Join us for a short, behind-the-scenes experience that
will highlight the innovative artistry of Manual Cinema’s puppets and props. And be sure to get your ticket
for one of the livestreamed performances of Manual
Cinema’s Christmas Carol, December 5-6.
Recommended for all ages.
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Corporations Directing our Attention Online more than We Realize
More surprising were two Yahoo clusters and one AOL
cluster, showing those companies’ continued relevance,
perhaps due to older users. Other clusters centered on
data solicitations, retailers using Citibank, pornography sites, job search and travel.
Based on their analysis, Taneja and Wu also derived
four different methods through which corporations directed or nudged online users, each at a different level
of user visibility and control. The highest was content
ranking and curation, used by search engines and social
media.
The next was hypertexts, used in media content by Yahoo, AOL and Pornhub to direct users to their own or
partner media sites. In these cases, the nudge was visible, but users had less control.

Illinois media professor Harsh Taneja found that corporations “nudge” our attention and browsing behavior on the internet in numerous
ways, often hidden or beyond our control. He and a co-author analyzed clickstream data on a million people over one month of internet use
to see patterns in browsing behavior and how that linked with corporate ownership, partnerships, website design and other factors. Photo
courtesy Harsh Taneja

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — We know how search engines can
favor certain results and how social media might push
us into bubbles, but it’s still easy to view the internet as
a place where we’re in control.

a concept applied earlier to radio and television, “audience flow,” which described how broadcasters planned
shows and schedules to direct viewers into sequences
of programs.

A new study, however, argues that notion of personal
empowerment is “an illusion.” Corporations are “nudging” the flow of our online attention more than we realize, and often in hidden ways – not unlike radio and
TV programmers of the past – said co-authors Harsh
Taneja, with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Angela Xiao Wu, with New York University.

“What we are trying to show here,” Taneja said, “is
that even on the internet there are reasonably predictable patterns of how people go from website to website,
which happens due to these larger effects that are not
really based on content. They are based instead on how
the internet is structured by these corporations – by
who links where, who partners with whom. A lot of
these corporate nudges actually mainstream what people get exposed to, in ways that give users less of what
they may willingly choose.”

The researchers analyzed clickstream data on a million people over one month of internet use. They also
looked at corporate ownership of sites and platforms,
how those sites were designed, and the partnerships
that connected them.
They found that on the web, “media architectures still
shape the flow of public attention. This happens in
subtle ways that nudge users in particular directions. It
often takes advantage of habitual behaviors and is generally difficult for the users themselves to see or understand.”
Concerns about the power of Big Tech have been growing, with an antitrust case recently filed and executives
testifying before Congress, but Taneja and Wu claim
their study is one of the few to document Big Tech’s
power systematically and at scale.
Taneja is a professor of media at Illinois and Wu is a
professor of media, culture and communication at
NYU. Their study, “Going with the flow: Nudging attention online,” with third author James G. Webster, a
professor emeritus of communication studies at Northwestern University, was published online by the journal
New Media & Society.
In talking about “flow,” the researchers are referencing

The data used by Taneja and Wu was collected by the
research firm Comscore during October 2015. Their
data sample, based on a panel of 1 million internet users, included 1,761 websites that reached at least 1% of
U.S. users during that month. Drawing on that data,
they identified common clusters or “constellations” of
websites that represent browsing sequences and established how that browsing behavior linked to corporate
ownerships, partnerships and website types.

The third type of nudge was employed by Microsoft
through the software configurations built into its Windows operating system, which made the company’s
browser, search engine and homepage all the default,
unlikely to be changed by many users. This provided an
infrastructure “wired both into the software and hardware to make users go around the internet in a certain
way,” Taneja said.
The fourth type of nudge was largely hidden and outside user control, coming through back-end databases
or software – exemplified by e-commerce and service
sites such as Citibank, which processed many credit
card payments for retailers, as well as job search, travel
and sites that solicited user data.
To the extent that people think about constraints in
their internet use, it usually focuses on their use of specific platforms, Taneja said. “People think of constraints
as limited to what they do inside Facebook, or what
Google does,” he said.
“But they don’t see the whole internet as this space
that operates with these very large constraints, or constraints that exist at multiple layers.”
Editor’s notes:
To reach Harsh Taneja, email harsht@illinois.edu;
Twitter handle @harsht.
To reach Angela Xiao Wu, email angelaxwu@nyu.edu;
Twitter handle @angelaxiaowu.
The paper, “Going with the flow: Nudging attention
online,” is available from the journal New Media & Society or the News Bureau.
Craig Chamberlain/Illinois News Bureau

Despite the five years since the data collection, Taneja
said their findings remain at least as valid given the increased power of corporate platforms since then and
the greater sophistication of their nudges.
The researchers identified 11 clusters or constellations
and the “anchor” sites within them that served as common starting and returning points for browsing sequences.
Among these clusters were a Bing/Microsoft cluster anchored by Bing and MSN content sites; a Google cluster
anchored by Google search, YouTube and Gmail; and
a social media cluster anchored by Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn.

Joohyun Kang,
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Illinois Announces
Changes to Spring Academic Calendar

20th Annual
Parade of Lights

20th Annual Parade of Lights
~ Virtual Shoebox Edition ~
Sat. Nov. 28, 6:30 PM
Sponsored by Christie Clinic
The holiday season will look differently this years
because the Parade of Lights will be virtual! This
beloved community event will feature traditional
lighted floats with a catch: floats will be miniaturized to the size of a shoebox. This year’s theme
is Home for the Holidays, so grab carryout from
your favorite local restaurant to watch this event
from the comfort of your home. Share your experience using #ParadeOfLights2020.
Where to watch the Parade of Lights:
@ChampaignCenter on Facebook
@WCIA3News on Facebook
i3 Broadband channel 5
Comcast channel 5
AT&T U-verse channel 99
Drive through and pick up up your parade candy
bags from the Champaign Public Library 2 to 4
PM on Sat., Nov. 28! This year we will be giving
500 goody bags for kids while supplies last.

Free! Intro to
Laughter Yoga

Spring semester classes at Illinois will begin a week later in 2021. The semester will not include a spring break, but classes will not be held on
three midweek days. Photo by L. Brian Stauffer

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — The University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign will begin 2021 spring semester
classes a week later, forego spring break and add three
additional noninstruction break days, the university
announced today. The measures are intended to facilitate the continued blend of in-person and remote instruction during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“I am so proud of the leadership being shown by our
faculty, staff and students,” Jones said. “We have succeeded in curbing the spread of the disease at our university, and we are asking that our entire community
follow the protocols we have outlined for our spring
semester to help us continue providing an on-campus
experience for our students.”

The university’s Academic Senate approved the changes Monday. Spring semester classes will begin Monday,
Jan. 25, and the three additional break days will occur
Feb. 17, March 24 and April 13.

Since the beginning of the fall semester, the campus has
provided more than 530,000 on-campus COVID-19
saliva tests to students, faculty members and staff. Case
positivity rate has remained low on campus, peaking
at 2.86% during move-in and currently measuring
around 0.2%.

“We would prefer to follow our regular academic calendar, including having spring break,” Chancellor
Robert J. Jones said. “But health and safety remain our
top priority. We believe these precautions are necessary to maximize the safety of our entire community.”

Saturday, November 14, 9-10am
Virtual Class
All Ages
Learn about and try this worldwide practice that
is not only great for emotional wellness, but also
great for your whole self! A medical doctor invented this exercise in 1995 upon discovering the
many benefits of laughing and the fact that you get
those benefits whether you’re genuinely amused
or not. It doesn’t involve poses or strength training, just breathing, laughing and clapping. It’s so
fun! All ages and abilities welcome. Registered
participants will receive a Zoom link through
email to participate.
Register Here by November 13th.

Though classes will start later, the university is still
requiring that students planning to attend classes in
person return early for COVID-19 on-campus testing.
•
•
•
•

Seniors and graduate students will test Jan. 15 and
19. (Seniors who live in University Housing will
test Jan. 17 and 21.)
Juniors will test Jan. 16 and 20. Juniors who live in
University Housing will test Jan. 17 and 21.
Sophomores will test Jan. 17 and 21.
Freshmen and new students will test Jan. 18 and
22.

Students will be required to receive two negative oncampus COVID-19 tests, at least three days apart,
before they are allowed into campus facilities for the
spring semester. Until they receive the two negative
tests, students are also being instructed to participate
only in essential activities like buying groceries. These
measures are an attempt to curb any potential virus
spread.

Editor’s note: For more information, contact Robin
Kaler, associate chancellor for public affairs, 217-3335010, rkaler@illinois.edu.
Allison Vance/Illinois News Bureau

Each moment of a happy lover’s
hour is worth an age of dull and
common life.
Aphra Behn

For more articles, visit AsianCampusTribune.com
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U of I Virtual Test Assesses Bioengineering Students’ Laboratory Skills
Because each exam-taker received a subset of the problems in random order, “most likely they would not receive
the same problems as their friends, so it didn’t make sense
for them to collaborate over a Zoom call, for example.
That alleviated some of the potential for academic dishonesty,” Masood said.
David, Jensen and Masood described the development of
the virtual practical exam and analyzed its strengths and
limitations in a paper published in the journal Biomedical
Engineering Education.
While a virtual exam cannot replace the experience of
in-person learning, they said it conveyed a number of
benefits, including reducing students’ feelings of stress
associated with performing the practical exam under the
watchful eyes of a teaching assistant.
Because enrollment in the course is growing, and lab
space, equipment and the number of lab assistants are
limited, the in-person practical exam would require a total of one week out of the semester to conduct.

When the COVID-19 pandemic abruptly prompted the cancellation of in-person instruction last spring, bioengineering graduate student
Benjamin David co-created online tools to assess students’ skills culturing cells in the laboratory. David is a teaching assistant for the course
Bioengineering 202, Cell and Tissue Engineering. Photo by L. Brian Stauffer

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — When the COVID-19 pandemic
forced suspension of in-person classes in early March, instructors of a bioengineering course at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign faced a conundrum – how
to quickly shift to online instruction for the remainder of
the semester and remotely conduct the practical exam for
the course.
“The ‘Cell and Tissue Engineering Lab’ course is one of
the most important core classes for bioengineering students, so it’s paramount that this course adapts appropriately to distance learning,” said teaching assistant professor Karin Jensen, the instructor who teaches the course in
Grainger College of Engineering.
“When the pandemic hit and campus closed, we had to
come up with new and creative ways to still deliver the
course,” said graduate student Benjamin David, one of the
course’s teaching assistants. “That was really challenging
because it was such a hands-on course that we had trouble
thinking of ways that we could still deliver quality instruction.”
One of the biggest obstacles to delivering
the course online was
determining how to
conduct the practical
exam remotely. The
exam requires students to demonstrate
that they can follow
technical and professional protocols and
are proficient in usThen-teaching assistant in bioengiing laboratory equipneering Faisal Masood was recognized
for his teaching excellence with the Stu- ment.
dent Employee of the Year Award 2020
by the Office of Student Financial Aid.
Masood and David co-created the online assessment tools for culturing cells
and videos to teach students how to use
the lab equipment. Photo provided

During the in-person
practical exam, a lab
assistant shadowed
each student for about
two hours as they cultured cells in the lab.
Students were given a flask of mouse cells to detach from

one plate and move to a new plate.
They also used a hemocytometer to manually count a
sample of the cells and performed a number of calculations in order to seed the cell sample in a solution in a new
flask at a density assigned by the instructor, said Faisal
Masood, an alumnus who was a teaching assistant for the
course until graduation last spring.
“Normally, the lab practical is a physical thing,” said
Masood, now a first-year student in medicine at the U. of
I. at Chicago. “We’re testing students’ lab skills, and you
can’t do that remotely.”
In exploring alternative methods for delivering the remaining content for the semester and the cell-culture
practical exam, David found that resources available on
the internet were mostly cartoon-based simulations that
did not realistically depict lab environments or replicate
the tasks involved.
The team devised a multimedia exam format. Within a few
hectic days prior to the campus shutting down, Masood
recorded David performing cell cultures in the lab and
deliberately making mistakes. The students received 10
video clips at random to view and critique, identifying
David’s errors in lab protocol or technique and explaining
why those gaffes were problematic.
If students can recognize the mistakes someone else is
making, they are more likely to understand the proper
techniques and protocols, and avoid making those errors
themselves, David and Masood said.
For the data-analysis portion of the practical exam, David used the programming language MATLAB to create
a script that randomly generated images of cells, similar
to how they’d appear if viewed in a hemocytometer in the
lab. Students viewed the images online and performed the
calculations necessary to seed the cells in a new flask at an
assigned density.
“We created a pool of 10-15 different calculation problems for them to do,” Masood said.

The virtual lab practical exam mitigates many of these
problems, Jensen said.
While some students said they would have preferred inperson instruction and felt they did not retain the knowledge as well with remote learning, students’ grades were
comparable to those of peers from prior semesters, the
team found.
The digital resources they developed for the spring 2020
semester expanded the growing library of resources that
they had already created to support student learning and
are available to help current and future students, David
said.
Prior to the pandemic shutdown, David and Masood,
who were in their fourth semester as teaching assistants
for the course last spring, noticed that students consistently struggled with certain concepts or skills such as
using microscopes and other equipment. To strengthen
student learning, they created a series of video tutorials to
explain the equipment and techniques.
The Office of Student Financial Aid recognized David and
Masood for their teaching excellence with awards in 2019
and 2020, respectively.
“Ben and Faisal have been fantastic instructors for the
course,” Jensen said. “Their ability to work creatively and
quickly to minimize the impact of the pandemic on the
course delivery was admirable, and the tools they developed will continue to benefit students in bioengineering
for many years.”
Additional Resources
https://youtu.be/5gvRHRe45nE
Editors Note: To contact Karin Jensen, call 217-2656941; email kjens@illinois.edu
To contact Benjamin David, email bmdavid2@illinois.
edu
To contact Faisal Masood, email fm2@illinois.edu
The paper “The development and implementation of a
virtual cell culture lab practical for an introductory BME
lab” is available online or from the News Bureau.
Sharita Forrest/Illinois News Bureau
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On the Campaign Trail, Alum Breaks Big Stories,
Reflects on Discourse In U.S.
Alexi McCammond, AB’15, is covering politics at an unprecedented time in America
cago],” she told UChicago
News. “If everyone could have
a crash course in how to have a
conversation, maybe we’d be in
a better place right now.”
Forging her own path
When McCammond came
to the University of Chicago
in 2011 on a full, four-year
QuestBridge scholarship, she
thought she wanted to be a
doctor. College was an opportunity that hadn’t been available to her parents, and growing up in a lower middle-class
family, McCammond said she
Alexi McCammond, AB’15, is the winner of the 2019 Emerging Journalist Award from the National had internalized some presAssociation of Black Journalists and a Forbes 30 Under 30 honoree in media. Photo courtesy of Axios sure to succeed.
on HBO

Editor’s note: This story is part of ‘Meet a UChicagoan,’ a
regular series focusing on the people who make UChicago a
distinct intellectual community. Read about the others here.
In early March, Axios journalist Alexi McCammond, AB’15,
was preparing to cover a Super Tuesday rally for Sen. Bernie
Sanders at a Vermont gym when she got a tip that Michael
Bloomberg might drop out of the Democratic race.
She ran outside in the rain, away from the noise of the 5,000
rallygoers, to call her source. The next morning, just an
hour before Bloomberg’s announcement went public, she
finished writing the story on her phone, with her editor on
speaker, while searching for her rental car in the hotel parking lot.
Breaking the Bloomberg story was one of her proudest moments on the campaign trail. But during an unprecedented
year, in which the country has faced the COVID-19 pandemic and grappled with discussions about race and police
violence, McCammond has felt a sense of gravity amid the
mad rush of the news cycle.

McCammond shakes hands with Sen. Bernie Sanders while co-moderating a presidential candidate forum at the National Association
of Black Journalists conference in Miami in 2019. Courtesy of Alexi
McCammond

“To play a very small part in this moment, and to realize the
responsibility that this job entails in going on TV and talking about these things—at a time when I feel personally very
concerned about systemic racism and police brutality—that
makes me so happy to do what I do,” she said.
After speaking earlier this month at a virtual Institute of
Politics event, McCammond reflected on how her time at
the University prepared her for her career.
“I’m so grateful now, in the absence of what feels like civil
political discourse nationally, for [what I learned at UChi-

But she quickly realized that
medicine wasn’t the right path for her. McCammond had always loved writing and following the news: She made zines
for her family by cutting pictures out of magazines, stapling
them together and making up stories about them as a child.
At UChicago, she wrote
for The Gate—an undergraduate publication
on politics and policy—
where she discovered
that she had “the metabolism” for breaking
political news. She also
studied sociology and
Spanish language and
literature—subjects that
she said broadened her
worldview and informed
the way she thinks about
reporting.
McCammond poses with her senior
thesis outside the Department of
Sociology offices at the University of
Chicago in 2015. Courtesy of Alexi
McCammond

“I wanted to take classes
that gave me a better understanding of the way
people move about the
world,” she said. “Sociology was great for that, because I got
exposure to people who I might not have interacted with or
observed otherwise. By going through that experience, you
learn to remove any biases that you have and understand
people better for who they are.”
UChicago’s tradition of discussing and defending viewpoints in class also helped train her for the tough conversations that are essential to political journalism. Being challenged and learning to respond to criticism, she said, “really
teaches you how to be genuinely curious, and find comfort
in the discomfort when you disagree.”
“If everyone could have a crash course in how to have
a conversation, maybe we’d be in a better place right
now.”
—Alexi McCammond
The analytical mindset she developed at UChicago is one
that McCammond carries with her into the field, where she
has broken major stories—including one about how President Donald Trump spends hundreds of hours in unstructured “executive time.”
In recent months, her reporting has closely followed the

Biden-Harris campaign, voter priorities and swing state
polling trends. She has appeared regularly on Axios’ HBO
show, where she has landed interviews with Michigan Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer, Atlanta mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms,
Rep. Jim Clyburn and Rep. Ilhan Omar. McCammond has
also appeared on CNN and Fox, and is a contributor to
NBC and MSNBC.
Putting 2020 in context
While McCammond has been focused on the presidential
race for months, she notes that the moment we’re living in
is bigger than Trump. As a young Black journalist, she said
this year—marked by police brutality and protests against
systemic racism—has presented both opportunities and
challenges.
“Newsrooms are engaged in a reckoning,” she said. “They’re
looking at themselves in the mirror and realizing how white
they are, how they’ve perpetuated systemic racism in their
own right, and what they can do to make their companies
more inclusive—not just in the way they look, but in the
way they think, breathe and live.”

McCammond interviews Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) about policy
brutality for Axios on HBO. Photo courtesy of Axios on HBO

At Axios, McCammond has met with company founders to
discuss some of those changes, helping her own newsroom
evolve by speaking about problems she perceives in the industry.
Appearing on CNN’s “Reliable Sources” in May, McCammond spoke passionately about systemic racism and the
police killing of George Floyd—a murder that she said exposed the “deep disconnect and misunderstanding that we
have between white Americans and Black Americans.” Afterward, her inbox was flooded with emails from viewers.
“People said: ‘Thank you for bringing the emotion that you
brought when you were talking about this today; I’ve been
so heartbroken watching the news, feeling the exact same
way, and I just feel seen watching you on TV,’” McCammond recalled.
For McCammond, the work is its own reward. She attributes her success to an unrelenting curiosity, and a propensity to say yes to everything. Her advice to current students
is to listen to themselves and pursue their goals unapologetically. Don’t be afraid of diving in headfirst: If your dream is
to be on TV in New York, move there, and use every opportunity as a stepping stone.
“Talent is better than it’s ever been—kids on TikTok will
have their own shows before you know it,” she said. “If you
want to be a reporter, there is no time to wait.”
Max Witynski/UChicago News
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NASA Selects Promising Purdue Space Technologies for
Commercial Flight Tests
future landers. The technology is planned to fly on
Masten’s Xodiac.
“The Purdue temperature measurement instruments
— thermocouples, reversible and irreversible colorchanging materials and infrared cameras — will fly on
the Masten rocket to measure the heating. This data
will then be used to minimize vehicle weight and allow
more payload to maximize mission success,” Collicott
said.
Mudawar grant
•

Steven Collicott, Purdue University professor of aeronautics and astronautics, shown here in zero gravity, will have four projects under grants.
(Photo provided)

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Faculty members in Purdue University’s School of Aeronautics and Astronautics and School of Mechanical Engineering are among
a list of 28 researchers whose technologies have been
selected to receive funding under NASA’s Tech Flights
solicitation.
Steven Collicott, professor of aeronautics and astronautics, will receive four separate grants totaling $1.8
million for four different experiments. Issam Mudawar,
the Betty Ruth and Milton B. Hollander Family Professor of Mechanical Engineering, will receive one grant
in the amount of $649,851.
“By supporting suborbital flight testing, our Flight
Opportunities program aims to help ensure that these
innovations are well-positioned to address challenges
and enable NASA to achieve its lunar ambitions, while
also contributing to a growing and vibrant commercial
space industry,” said Jim Reuter, associate administrator of NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate
(STMD).
NASA, in an Oct. 14 press release, announced its selections in two topic areas that reflect current priorities. The topics helped NASA identify technologies
that could further the agency’s lunar exploration goals
under the Artemis program and its use of commercial
suborbital flight and low-Earth orbit platforms for research applications.
NASA Category: “Supporting Sustainable Lunar Exploration and the Expansion of Economic Activity
into Cislunar Space”
Collicott grants
•

A medical suction device integrated with a microgravity surgical facility will be evaluated, with the
aim of delivering a combined system prototype

for suborbital testing. The technology is planned
to fly on ZERO-G company’s “G-FORCE ONE”
airplane.
“This grant combines previous developments in zero-g
surgical tools by Professor George Pantalos of the University of Louisville and Dr. Marsh Cuttino of Orbital
Medicine Inc.,” Collicott said.
This testing will combine Pantalos’ proven Aqueous
Immersion Surgical System (AISS) with the successful
blood-air separator design by Collicott and Cuttino.
“In a spacecraft far from Earth, the blood and the air
are both vital and limited and must be captured and
separated for infusion or breathing. This project seeks
to demonstrate the combination of devices in parabolic
flight as an important step toward a complete surgical
suite for long-duration human space flight,” Collicott
said.
•

A liquid-vapor nitrogen system will be evaluated
with the goal of advancing the state-of-the-art for
long-term cryogenic propellant storage in space.
The technology is planned to fly on the ZERO-G
company’s “G-FORCE ONE” airplane.

“Our current part of the big picture is investigating
how the formation of bubbles in liquid nitrogen is influenced by various internal structures in the propellant tank,” Collicott said.
Collicott said that this experiment proposal was motivated by collaborator Mo Kassemi, professor at Case
Western University and principal investigator of the
Zero Boil-Off Test, recently performed in the International Space Station.
•

A sensor payload will be used to gather data about
the heat transfer from a lander’s rocket plume to its
legs, with the goal of enabling robust designs for

An experiment aimed at enabling development of
highly accurate models for the prediction of flow
boiling rates will be conducted, with the goal of
improving space-based propellant management.
The experiment is planned to fly on ZERO-G
company’s “G-FORCE ONE” airplane.

His project, titled “Reduced Gravity Experiments to
Measure Cryogenic Two-Phase Heat Transfer Coefficients for Future In-Space Transfer Systems,” is a joint
project between Purdue University and NASA Glenn
Research Center.
“It will utilize parabolic flight experiments to acquire
much-needed microgravity heat transfer data using liquid nitrogen as part of the efforts for near-term return
of humans to the moon – for long-term exploration
and use – and, thereafter, to Mars and other destinations,” Mudawar said.
NASA Category: “Fostering the Commercialization
of Low-Earth and Utilization of Suborbital Space”
Collicott grant
•

A handheld, automated video control system will
be tested as a possible tool for suborbital flight
experiments that rely on video to monitor operations, record data and aid post-flight technology
assessments. The technology is planned to fly on
ZERO-G’s Force One. This is a small project that
will benefit other researchers, Collicott said.

“There are very affordable, compact and lightweight
self-contained 4K high-definition video cameras on
the market, but they are not able to be controlled by
a microprocessor or computer like a more expensive
scientific camera can,” he said.
This project assesses computer control of the cameras
using a voice chip.
“Testing this in the noisy cabin during parabolic flight
is important to perform,” Collicott said.
Sources: Steven Collicott, collicott@purdue.edu
Issam Mudawar, mudawar@ecn.purdue.edu
https://www.nasa.gov/features/nasa-selects-31-promising-space-technologies-for-commercial-flight-tests
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Mythbusting: 5 Common Misperceptions Surrounding
the Environmental Impacts of Single-Use Plastics
most impact categories.
•
Reusable
products are always better
than single-use plastics.
Actually, reusable products have lower environmental impacts only
when they are reused
enough times to offset
the materials and energy used to make them.

Stand in the soda pop aisle at the supermarket, surrounded by rows of brightly colored plastic bottles
and metal cans, and it’s easy to conclude that the main
environmental problem here is an overabundance of
single-use containers: If we simply recycled more of
them, we’d go a long way toward minimizing impacts.
In reality, most of the environmental impacts of many
consumer products, including soft drinks, are tied to
the products inside, not the packaging, according to
University of Michigan environmental engineer Shelie
Miller.
And when it comes to single-use plastics in particular,
the production and disposal of packaging often represents only a few percent of a product’s lifetime environmental impacts, according to Miller, author of an
article scheduled for publication Oct. 26 in the journal
Environmental Science & Technology.
“Consumers tend to focus on the impact of the packaging, rather than the impact of the product itself,” said
Miller, an associate professor at the School for Environment and Sustainability and director of the U-M
Program in the Environment. “But mindful consumption that reduces the need for products and eliminates
wastefulness is far more effective at reducing overall
environmental impact than recycling.
“Nevertheless, it is fundamentally easier for consumers
to recycle the packaging of a product than to voluntarily reduce their demand for that product, which is
likely one reason why recycling efforts are so popular.”
The mistaken belief about the central role of plastic
packaging is one of five myths that Miller attempts to
debunk in her conventional wisdom-shattering paper,
“Five misperceptions surrounding the environmental
impacts of single-use plastic.”
The five common misperceptions, along with Miller’s
insights about them, are:
•

•

Plastic packaging is the largest contributor to a product’s environmental impact. In
reality, the product inside the package usually has a much greater environmental impact.
The environmental impacts of plastics are greater than any other packaging material. Actually,
plastic generally has lower overall environmental impacts than single-use glass or metal in

tural production, energy generation, and refrigeration
and transportation throughout the supply chain, along
with the processing and manufacturing associated with
the food and its packaging, she said.

•
Recycling
and
composting should be the
highest priority. Truth be
told, the environmental benefits associated with recycling and composting tend to be small when compared with efforts to reduce overall consumption.
•

“Zero waste” efforts that eliminate single-use plastics minimize the environmental impacts of an
event. In reality, the benefits of diverting waste
from the landfill are small. Waste reduction and
mindful consumption, including a careful consideration of the types and quantities of products
consumed, are far larger factors dictating the environmental impact of an event.

In her review article, Miller challenges beliefs unsupported by current scientific knowledge while urging
other environmental scientists and engineers to broaden the conversation—in their own research and in discussions that shape public policy.
“Efforts to reduce the use of single-use plastics and to
increase recycling may distract from less visible and often more damaging environmental impacts associated
with energy use, manufacturing and resource extraction,” she said. “We need to take a much more holistic
view that considers larger environmental issues.”
Miller stresses that she is not trying to downplay environmental concerns associated with plastics and plastic
waste. But to place the plastic-waste problem in proper
context, it’s critical to examine the environmental impacts that occur at every stage of a product’s lifetime—
from the extraction of natural resources and the energy
needed to make the item to its ultimate disposal or reuse.
Life-cycle assessment, or LCA, is a tool that researchers like Miller use to quantify lifetime environmental impacts in multiple categories, including climate
change and energy use, water and resource depletion,
biodiversity loss, solid waste generation, and human
and ecological toxicity.
It’s easy for consumers to focus on packaging waste because they see boxes, bottles and cans every day, while
a wide range of other environmental impacts are largely invisible to them. But LCA analyses systematically
evaluate the entire supply chain, measuring impacts
that might otherwise be overlooked, Miller said.
Packaged food products, for example, embody largely
invisible impacts that can include intensive agricul-

Miller points out that the well-worn adage “reduce, reuse, recycle,” commonly known as the 3Rs, was created
to provide an easy-to-remember hierarchy of the preferable ways to lessen environmental impact.
Yet most environmental messaging does not emphasize
the inherent hierarchy of the 3Rs—the fact that reducing and reusing are listed ahead of recycling. As a result, consumers often over-emphasize the importance
of recycling packaging instead of reducing product
consumption to the extent possible and reusing items
to extend their lifetime.
“Although the use of single-use plastics has created a
number of environmental problems that need to be
addressed, there are also numerous upstream consequences of a consumer-oriented society that will not be
eliminated, even if plastic waste is drastically reduced,”
she said.
“The resource extraction, manufacturing and use
phases generally dominate the environmental impacts
of most products. So, reduction in materials consumption is always preferable to recycling, since the need for
additional production is eliminated.”
The work was supported by the National Science
Foundation’s Environmental Sustainability program
under Grant No. CBET 1804287.
Jim Erickson/Michigan News
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The flu, a Cold, Allergies or COVID-19? How to Decipher Symptoms
Physician offers tips, stresses importance of getting the flu vaccine this year
“There are many symptoms
of a ‘common cold,’ flu and
COVID-19 that overlap,
including fever, sneezing,
cough and fatigue,” Khan
said. “One symptom that
seems to be unique to COVID-19 is a loss of sense of
smell or taste. However, none
of these symptoms are perfect to diagnose the cause of
‘cold-like’ symptoms, and the
only way to know for sure is
to get tested.”
Let’s say you have a runny nose, headache and cough.
Are they signs of COVID-19 or just a run-of-the-mill
common cold?
Northwestern University epidemiologist Dr. Sadiya
Khan breaks down the symptoms for COVID-19 and
how they compare to typical seasonal viruses and allergies, while also stressing the importance of getting a flu
vaccine this year — something the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention is recommending people do
by October 31.
“By getting a flu vaccine, you not only protect yourself,
you boost your own immune system and protect others from the flu as well as a more severe illness if you
were to contract both influenza and COVID-19,” said
Dr. Khan, assistant professor of medicine and epidemiology at Northwestern University Feinberg School of
Medicine. “Getting vaccinated is especially important
if you are pregnant or immunocompromised or have
direct contact with someone who is.”
Unlike allergies, the common cold, flu and COVID-19
are caused by infectious viruses that are contagious,
Khan said.

Allergies
“While seasonal allergies can also sometimes cause
overlapping symptoms, they are not infectious or contagious and don’t cause a fever. It also is highly likely
that people experiencing allergy symptoms are familiar
with them, as they likely have the same symptoms every fall and spring.” Common symptoms include:
•
•
•
•
•

Runny or stuffy nose
Sneezing
Itchy/scratchy throat
Itchy eyes and
Postnasal drainage

Common cold
“The common cold is caused by many different respiratory viruses. Some of these can be dangerous in young
children, such as respiratory syncytial virus, and lead
to hospitalization, but often cause mild symptoms in
older children or adults lasting about two to three days.
In contrast to the flu and COVID-19, the common cold
is usually a mild illness.” Common symptoms include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Runny or stuffy nose
Sneezing
Sore throat
Cough
Sinus congestion and
Postnasal drainage

The ‘flu’
“The ‘flu’ is caused by an influenza virus, which can
cause mild to severe illness or even death.” Common
symptoms include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High fevers
Sore throat
Cough
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
Muscle aches or weakness
Fatigue and
Nausea, vomiting or diarrhea

COVID-19
“COVID-19 is caused by a new virus called SARSCoV-2 and can be asymptomatic or cause mild to severe illness and has contributed to more than 200,000
United States deaths this year. The best way to protect
yourself from COVID-19 is to wear a mask outside
your home, practice physical distancing and wash
hands frequently.” Common symptoms include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High fevers
Cough (it may be a deep cough)
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
Muscle aches or weakness
Fatigue
Nausea, vomiting or diarrhea
Loss of taste and/or smell
Kristin Samuelson/NorthWestern Now
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UD Students Rank High in Civic Engagement
Campus organizations competed to register new voters
don’t care who students vote for, we just want to make sure
that every student is voting and making sure their voice is
heard.”
Civic engagement activities on campus
The UD Student Voting and Civic Engagement Steering
Committee was created in 2019 to amplify existing opportunities for UD students to get involved.
University of Delaware students ranked third among U.S. colleges in
the number of new voters registered on National Voter Registration
Day (Sept. 22), according to Turbovote.

University of Delaware students are among the most civically-engaged in the country, according to the voter registration platform Turbovote. Turbovote tracked new voter registration in August and September 2020, and UD students
were near the top in the recently-released rankings. UD was
third in total new voters registered from Aug. 1 through
Sept. 30, and third in new voters registered on Sept. 22 —
National Voter Registration Day.
UD’s success on National Voter Registration Day resulted
from collaboration across campus, facilitated by the Student
Voting and Civic Engagement Steering Committee. The
steering committee and partner organizations organized a
friendly campus competition to encourage participation in
National Voter Registration Day (NVRD). More than 100
UD student groups and organizations competed to register
new voters through Turbovote — an easy to use web application that helps eligible U.S. citizens register to vote, request an absentee ballot, and sign-up for Election Day text
and/or email reminders.
The UD Cheer and Mascot team won the University’s competition with 143 registrations. Independence Residence
Hall, the UD football team, Harrington Theatre Arts Company and Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority rounded out the top
five finishers in the UD competition. Each group logged 100
or more new voter registrations.
“One hallmark of a democracy is that its citizens are engaged and active members of that society. The number who
registered in Turbovote during the NVRD competition is
indicative of UD students’ commitment to being engaged
citizens,” said Kathleen Kerr, associate vice president in the
Division of Student Life and co-chair of the Student Voting
and Civic Engagement Steering Committee.
The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic made the achievement particularly impressive.
“We poured all of our energy and creativity into making
this competition as engaging as it could be, tasked with the
nearly impossible feat of finding a substitute for in-person
interaction and excitement,” said Anya Sen, president of
Make It Count — a non-partisan registered student organization. “When we would tally our new registrations at the
end of each day, we were blown away at the unprecedented
numbers we were seeing.”
Make It Count, founded at UD in 2017, made voter registration and increased voter turnout in all elections — including midterms — key goals of the organization. Make It
Count provides important voter resources to as many students as possible, and is working to continue supporting the
mission in new, digital formats.
“In an election where college students historically vote a
lot less than any other demographic, the 2,100-plus registrations that were facilitated through the initiative actually have the ability to create a large impact,” Sen said. “We

“We look for opportunities for students to engage in free
exchange of ideas, discourse about those ideas, the democratic process of voting, political debates and campaigns
for elected office, among other civic engagement activities,”
said Kerr. “The steering committee includes representatives
from all campus constituencies — faculty, staff, undergraduate students and graduate students — working together to
ensure that students are aware of campus engagement opportunities and creating new ones when a need exists.”
One new upcoming opportunity is “Let’s Talk: Key Conversations for Today.” This series of conversations, sponsored
by the Division of Student Life and facilitated by faculty experts, will begin the first week of November and will offer
students weekly opportunities to discuss the election, subsequent fallout, and implications.
The steering committee helps facilitate connections and
collaboration between existing groups on campus, including Our Vote, Residence Life and Housing, Make It Count
and the Biden Institute. The group also ensured that Blue
Hens have access to available opportunities through a civic
engagement section of the student life virtual hub.

for voter turnout in midterm elections. Midterm voting by
UD students increased by 30% in 2018. This improvement
earned national recognition and a “gold seal” from the All In
Campus Democracy Challenge.
National Rankings from Turbovote
Total registrations Fall 2020 (Aug. 1 - Sept. 30):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Stanford University - 3,291
University of Chicago - 3,133
University of Delaware - 2,377
University of Michigan-Ann Arbor - 2,146
Harvard University - 2,107
Washington University in St Louis - 1,962
University of Florida - 1,603
Elon University - 1,570
Princeton University - 1,478
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - 1,411

Total registrations on National Voter Registration Day
(Sept. 22):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - 686
University of Florida - 426
University of Delaware - 412
University of South Florida - 411
Arizona State University - 296
Boston College - 269
Yale University - 247
Johns Hopkins University - 239
University of Pittsburgh - 222
Massachusetts Institute of Technology - 215

According to the National Study of Learning Voting and
Engagement (NSLVE), the voting rate among UD students
in the 2014 midterm election was 22.3% — about average

Photo by Evan Krape
Article by Biden School Staff
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The Biggest Unknowns in a Post-Pandemic Work World
But some fear losing vital communication skills, or wonder whether
they will be as effective or successful professionally as they would be
at an office. “I fear we will forget
how to communicate, which in
my field as a salesperson makes
me very nervous,” says Ben Brown
from England. “Face-to-face interaction is vital in order to win new
business and build a relationship
with the customer where they can
trust you.”

(Image credit: Emmanuel Lafont)

Readers share their most pressing questions and concerns
about the future of work in post-Covid societies.

It’s been nearly a year since the novel coronavirus began
spreading around the world. While we’ve learned a lot about
Covid-19 since January – and how to live and work in lockdown – there’s still much we don’t know about how the pandemic will change our societies.
That’s why we’ve rolled out Unknown Questions, our series
grappling with these seismic changes by asking leaders and
experts across the globe for their input. But today, we’ve
turned to you, our LinkedIn readers, for your views on the
biggest unknowns about the post-pandemic future.
The future of work
“My biggest question: Why can’t we work from home forever?” asks Kathy L from Virginia. With many workers asking the same thing, several big companies have already answered: “Why not?” Just this month, tech giant Microsoft
announced that it would offer staff the option to work from
home permanently, just as other Silicon Valley mainstays
Facebook and Twitter, as well as Japan’s Fujitsu, did earlier
this year.
Shun-ping Chiu in California points out that while remote
work was technically possible before the pandemic, what
Covid-19 has brought “is a mindset difference that allows
people to view remote work as a new normal rather than an
occasional opportunity”. And data backs this up: In April,
the Office of National Statistics reported that 46% of employed Brits were working from home; in May, 42% of the
US workforce were doing the same.

On the flip side, telework could
potentially open up more opportunities. “Everyone who has talent
and skills will learn that they can
market their talent to the whole world,” says Juliana Carroll
in New York. “Everyone who takes their everyday skills for
granted will realise that someone will pay for that skill and/or
for their time. Every responsible college student will realise
that someone will pay for their time to help with children’s
homework. Every bilingual person will realise that someone
will pay for their time to practice another language… It’s just
a matter of finding the right virtual marketplace.”
But others worry about possible drawbacks to long-term
remote working. “On the flip side, it opens up unanswered
questions: What is my career growth path? How do I collaborate on new ideas? How do I build a trusted relationship
with a customer? How do I engage my team? Is this fair to
people with small kids? What are the implications on taxes?”
asks Pankaj Goyal, also in San Francisco.
And where does all this leave office buildings? In May, office and retail landlord Land Securities reported that a mere
10% of its office space in the UK was in use. Meanwhile, real
estate services firm Cushman & Wakefield forecasts that Covid’s hit on the office real estate market will be worse than
the global financial crisis, with a net loss of 95 million square
feet of real estate in the next year – and that the market might
not get back to pre-Covid levels until 2025.
“How is commercial real estate adapting to the post-Covid
world?” asks Lisa Hoffman from Virginia. “Is there a shift
away from typical tenants to a different tenant or a new space
use? How will these changes impact the urban environment,
especially downtown hubs that rely on dense office real estate?”
Plus, with the meteoric rise of telework, some are wondering if people will soon be paid based on where they live. One
survey this summer of high earners in New York City revealed that 44% of them had thought of moving in the last
four months to telework somewhere cheaper to live.
Eric Luna in New York says: “People would do the exact
same job but be paid differently because of their home or
residential location. Some say this will happen. I personally
believe something like it will. Is this avoidable or inevitable?”

The pandemic has had profound impacts on how we work, and
many of us feel that some of the changes are irreversible

“Most of the client meetings, kick-offs, project meetings
could easily and effectively be conducted via tools like
Teams, WebEx, Zoom and other virtual meeting solutions,”
says Gagan Lamba in San Francisco. “Soon enough corporations will recognise the benefit of people working from
home, which would result in savings on lease cost, electric
bills, shipment cost, administrative cost.”

Of course, some offices will stay put in their current spot
– after all, research in July from Gensler, an architecture
firm in San Francisco, found that only 12% of workers want
to work from home permanently. “I do not believe that we
will find a one-size-fits-all solution,” says Thibault PellouxGervais in California. “I am still convinced that in-person
activity is essential to build team spirit, which drives collaboration and innovation. A hybrid model where you would
spend some time working from home and some time from
an office could become a very common model.”
Childcare, coping and inequality
Yet if hybrid does become more common and employers
give workers more flexibility, what does it mean for parents

whose children are at home doing distance learning? After
all, in the US, a whopping 93% of households with schoolage children reported having to accommodate distance
learning at home during the pandemic. Globally, 1.2 billion
children are out of the classroom. Tracey Stewart from Seattle asks: “Will working from home remain a viable solution? Will employers note increases in productivity and cost
savings, and offer real flexibility for working parents? Will
governments and corporations, post-Covid, offer childcare
solutions like generous subsidies or onsite solutions in order to maximise workforce engagement? Many parents are
simultaneously loving the flexibility of working from home,
but also buckling under the burden of full-time teaching or
parenting.”

As the way we work has shifted, so too have the ways we navigate
family life and how our children learn

In this sphere, like many others in the pandemic, inequalities have been laid bare; while 95% of students in countries
like Switzerland and Austria have a computer to do schoolwork, only 34% in Indonesia do. “From their academic success to their social skills and mental health, the pandemic
is a crisis for today’s children – and the fallout may follow
them for the rest of their lives,” says Isabel Santos in Portugal. “When today’s children and adolescents grow up, will
they see themselves as a ‘lost generation’, whose lives will
forever fall in the shadow of a global pandemic?”
When it comes to Covid-19’s emotional impact, readers
aren’t just worried about Zoom fatigue or WiFi blips during video calls. Furloughs, redundancies and slashed pay all
threaten livelihoods, with a major impact on mental health.
Julie Derrick in Cardiff, Wales, says: “My biggest question
(and concern) is how on Earth are we going to cope with
the surge in mental health cases, in particular OCD, postCovid – when mental health resources were already way
over-stretched (and underfunded) even pre-Covid.” In the
UK, nearly 20% of adults have been experiencing some form
of depression during the pandemic – a figure that had doubled since before the outbreak, according to the Office for
National Statistics. “I am curious about the post-traumatic
effects, how it affects personal relationships,” agrees Marcell
Déri in Hungary.
And finally, with inequalities – whether socio-economic
or racial - more visible than ever, one question on readers’
minds is whether our societies can change for the better as a
result. “Under duress, we tend to regress,” says Dennis Linehan from Flagstaff, Arizona. “So, when we emerge from the
pandemic, is humankind motivated by a common goodwill
and generosity toward one another or are we generally more
pessimistic and revert to a pronounced tribalism?”
Perhaps the most concrete certainty for the future is uncertainty. “I’m objectively curious to see where the waves settle
and what becomes a new normal,” says Marek Matthew Getter in New York City “What interests me is what normal will
look like. There’s no going back; we cannot unlearn the lessons of Covid.”
Bryan Lufkin and Rachel Mishael/BBC

For more articles, visit AsianCampusTribune.com
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Apart but Together: Tips for a Cozier Zoom Thanksgiving
roasted Brussels sprouts and scalloped sweet potatoes.
Let everyone contribute a favorite recipe, perhaps.
Then, when someone on the Zoom screen says, “Wow,
this is the best green bean casserole ever,” you can
heartily agree from your side of the internet.
Sullivan’s family is picking two recipes to make in tandem with her brother so she can feel like “you’re eating
the same stuffing I’m eating.”
They are also both laying in a supply of the same prosecco to make it feel celebratory.
“Even though this is a very unusual time, it’s still a time
we’ll remember, and we want it to be filled with positive thoughtful memories,” Isom Johnson says.
Send out the same cocktail-making kit or cheese boxes
for everybody in advance, she suggests.
Matching cheese boards on Zoom? Very 2020.
This October 2017 photo taken in New York, shows a Thanksgiving spread with hot spinach and mushroom dip, turkey, cornbread stuffing
and sauteed brussel sprouts. A meal like this can be cooked and readied to be enjoyed in multiple homes and connected via Zoom, or virtually,
during this year’s Thanksgiving holiday. (Sarah Crowder/Katie Workman via AP)

We all know Thanksgiving is going to look different this
year. If you’re lucky, you might live where the weather
will still be nice and you have space to create an outdoor Thanksgiving with appropriate social distancing.
The rest of us are preparing for the fact that an in-person Thanksgiving with all of our loved ones is unlikely
because of pandemic safety concerns. For us, 2020 will
be the year of the Zoom Thanksgiving.
So how do we make that feel OK?
From shared menus to organized games and discussions, some planning and coordination can go a long
way.
“The idea is to still feel unified in some way,” says Etsy
trend expert Dayna Isom Johnson.

ble. This may involve changing up the seating arrangements, putting more people on one side of the table
than usual.
Your computer or phone might sit on a buffet, side
table or the table itself; move it around as the evening
goes on.
Maryanne Sullivan of Jersey City, New Jersey, plans to
leave the head of the table empty and put her laptop
there, while her Massachusetts-based brother does the
same at his family’s table. The effect, she says, will “be
a continuation of one long table.”
Feeding Distant Guests
If you want to celebrate with family who might be unable to cook for themselves, think about how to get
Thanksgiving food to their home. If they are nearby,
drop things off well ahead of time; provide any necessary chilling, reheating or serving instructions so they
can share the meal with you and not get lost in the
preparations.
If your virtual guests are farther afield, consider ordering the meal from a restaurant to be delivered on
Thanksgiving Day. Many restaurants will be creating
Thanksgiving takeout or delivery menus, and you
might be able to get the whole shebang delivered to
your loved ones’ door.

This November 2019 photo shows a table setting with a Thanksgiving theme in New York. Setting up a beautiful centerpiece can make
a Zoom, or virtual, Thanksgiving feel more special for both the
families and friends who are at home joining virtually. (Cheyenne
Cohen/Katie Workman via AP)

Capturing The View
For once, electronic devices at the table are something
to celebrate. Think about how you will position your
laptop or other device so those dining with you remotely can see as many people at your table as possi-

To personalize things further, see if a nearby caterer or
restaurant might prepare specific recipes to be delivered. Perhaps your Thanksgiving doesn’t feel complete
without Aunt Sue’s roasted butternut squash, or your
sister’s famous streusel apple pie? This might still be
possible, if budget allows.
Coordinating Menus
To feel more connected, create a menu together with
remote friends or family. Choose specific recipes, and
at least everyone can be eating the same Parmesan

Setting The Stage
While many of us take care to set a nice table for the
holiday, and perhaps create a seasonal centerpiece, this
is a good year to take it up a notch to warm the homes
of everyone celebrating with us virtually.
“There will be a lot more attention to detail with things
like personalized name tags and fancy pieces of beautiful dinnerware and glasses, and all the bells and
whistles of a very special, fancy dinner,” Isom Johnson
predicts.
For the tech savvy, she also recommends creating a
family holiday Zoom background for everyone. It
could involve rotating or fixed images, perhaps of a
childhood home, previous family gatherings, past vacations. Let the teens or millennials in your house take
on this task.
Another good task for the younger set: creating a
shared playlist.
Joint Activities
Post- or pre-meal games are a great way to connect
and spark conversation. There are personalized, online
bingo and card games for a crowd, for instance, and
many board games work well over screens. You can
have some lively Scattergories games via Zoom if you
send everyone the word lists ahead of time, and a few
rounds of virtual charades are easy.
Think about coordinating a pre-Thanksgiving nonperishable food drop-off to the local pantry. Everyone
can share in the good feelings that come with making
sure others have enough to eat.
And especially in these difficult times, psychologists
say that finding things for which to feel grateful can
lift your mood. A week or so before the holiday, ask
everyone to write down one or more things they feel
thankful for, large or small. Put them in a bowl or in
an online chat, and during or after the meal take turns
reading your own or others.
Katie Workman/AP
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How Coronavirus Will Change Skiing this Season
terparts) such as Stowe and Killington,
both in Vermont, the walk from the car
to the lodge and then back again can be
long and awkward. Ski boots were not
made for walking.
Avid skier Tim Pham is founder of SnowPals.org, a San Francisco Bay Area based
snow-sports club for busy professionals.
He considers the “car-as-lodge” plan especially problematic for families.
photo courtesy Lutsen Mountains

(CNN) — Jenny Leveille is still planning to “chase the powder” this year. In spite of numerous Covid-19 related restrictions at ski resorts around the world, the most avid skiers
and riders like Leveille might be able to scale the coronavirus
obstacles.

Pham says.

“It’s a hassle to get kids in and out of skis,
boots and clothing to get into the car and
then get out on the slopes after the break,”

ing situation -- she lives in her van with her dog -- means she
can lace up and snowboard during the week, first thing in
the morning. She can skip weekends and larger crowds altogether and still rack up days on the mountain.
“When you can ski any day, you don’t like lift lines,” Leveille
says.
Pham, on the other hand, who had the Mountain Collective
Pass last year, will not be purchasing a pass this year. While
he says he’s OK with the reservation system required across
many of the California and Colorado resorts he planned to
check out, ultimately, he’s not satisfied with the protocols in
place at the varying resorts. He says they feel like a reflection of the “piecemeal strategy throughout the country” with
states and cities managing the pandemic differently.
Ticket to ride

But passion for the sport by itself won’t be enough to power
you through the season.
A successful 2020-21 ski season demands a flexible travel
schedule, Type A-planning sensibilities and the financial
means to do it all.
The car as the ‘lodge’
Zermatt, Switzerland, is implementing social distancing guidelines
and limiting capacity in all dining areas. Michael Portmann/Zermatt
Tourism

But not all ski towns allow motor vehicles. Zermatt (Switzerland), Oberlech (Austria) and Valmorel (France) are all
car-free.

Steamboat Springs in Colorado isn’t requiring reservations but lift
tickets must be purchased in advance. Courtesy Steamboat Springs

Zermatt isn’t, therefore, in a position to suggest visitors eat
lunch in their cars, but the Swiss mountain village will be
implementing Covid-19 dining restrictions. Only four people
are allowed at a table, and diners must be spaced about five
feet apart from one another.
Flexibility is key

Accustomed to doing everything in her van -- yes, including
going to the bathroom -- the 30-year-old Leveille says she
doesn’t rely on ski resorts’ indoor facilities. In fact, she barely
uses them at all.

Planning will be de rigueur at ski resorts around the world
this season. While many of the resorts included in the Ikon
system will not require reservations, all of Epic’s 34 North
American resorts will.
Reservation or no reservation, passholders will have priority
access. Some resorts are doing away with walk-up window
sales, putting a hard stop to skiers and riders who wake up to
several feet of fresh snow and see an opportunity.
With mountains limiting their capacity, securing a spot
ahead of time is bound to be crucial.
Deer Valley Resort in Utah will be circumventing overcrowding this season by “prioritizing access for season passholders
and will tightly regulate the number of daily lift tickets that
will be available by advance purchase only.”

That’ll suit some resorts just fine. A news release from Ski
California, which represents resorts across California and in
Nevada, said that food and beverage offerings will be available this year, but they won’t look like years past, thanks to
reduced indoor capacities.
As such, the release reads: “Many resorts will encourage outdoor dining, offer ‘grab and go’ options, and recommend use
of personal vehicles as the ‘lodge’ this year.”

Jenny Leveille, who holds an Ikon pass this year, says she hopes to
reach 50 days on the mountain. Courtesy Jenny Leveille

Chris Linsmayer with Colorado Ski says some resorts in
Colorado “are encouraging using the car as a home base.” He
says it’s potentially a good place to eat lunch.

Along with the requisite mandatory face mask requirement
and social distancing protocols, some resorts are pushing for
midweek visitation.

But what if you don’t have a car?

Linsmayer says Colorado ski areas are encouraging guests
to visit midweek or at nonpeak times. “We absolutely realize
this may not be possible for folks, but if you can, that is the
best time to visit a ski area this winter.”

Many travelers fly to the ski resort of their choice or as close
to it as possible and then rely on shuttle services or shared
ride services to take them around town, to the mountain and
back to their accommodations.

Utah’s upscale Deer Valley Resort will be prioritizing access for season passholders. Courtesy Deer Valley Resort

This year, shuttle service offerings will be reduced or suspended altogether, leaving visitors with hard choices and
maybe the added expense of renting a car.

“There will be no difficulty getting on the mountain during the week, and we do not anticipate overcrowding on
the weekend, as we have made the decision to cancel all our
events for the season,” explains Leif Williams, vice president
of marketing for Hoodoo Ski Area in Oregon.

But for those who are able to drive to the mountain, there
remains a question of access.

Of course, a midweek mountain excursion outside the holidays is not possible for everyone.

At East Coast resorts (much smaller than their Western coun-

Leveille’s flexible work schedule coupled with her unique liv-

“We highly recommend purchasing one of our pass products
ahead of the season to ensure you get the best value and the
best access to our resorts this season,” Vail Resorts CEO Rob
Katz wrote in a letter to guests.
At Lutsen Mountains in northern Minnesota, daily capacity
allowances will result in a number of sold-out days. Furthermore, “Online reservations are strongly recommended and
will be necessary for ensuring your space on the mountain
for select dates,” reads Covid-related information on the website.
Accordingly, peak season, the week before Christmas and
New Year’s, won’t be quite as peak, but it may be more coveted than ever. In the US, long holiday weekends also tend to
be equated with crowded slopes.
A spokesperson for Ikon says travelers should book holiday
travel now.
“If snow enthusiasts are planning to go skiing for the holidays, I’d strongly encourage them to book their trip now.”
“Based on the destination they select, they should consult the
measures announced by the resort (priority access to passholders vs. reservation system, etc.) and closely monitor the
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situation in that state.”
Aspen, a favorite upscale ski destination among Europeans
and US residents, won’t be able to welcome international visitors anytime soon, but travel restrictions haven’t made the
area’s holiday pricing any less competitive.
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ing on guests to conduct themselves according to Covid-19
protocols.

Roast Turkey Crown

A stay at the four-star Limelight Hotel over Christmas and
New Year’s costs over $1,000 a night; a five-star accommodation at The Little Nell has rates listed at more than double
that. Meanwhile, The St. Regis Aspen Resort appears to be
sold out during peak holiday season.
Planning for the worst
Families with means may look toward on-mountain houses to avoid
contact with strangers. This vrbo offering is located on Eaglepoint
Resort in Utah. Courtesy VRBO

Across the board, the two non-negotiable requirements are
now-familiar concepts: Face coverings must be worn at all
times, except when actively going down the mountain and
actively eating, and social distancing guidelines must be followed — on lift lines, in dining areas, waits for restrooms
and more.
Ski lifts in Zermatt, the Swiss ski village, will operate at reduced capacity. Kurt Müller/Zermatt Tourism

Across the board, ski resorts have been ironing out plans for
worst-case scenarios.

Ski lifts will not be filled to capacity as in years past; rather,
families or friends traveling together will be seated together.
Singles will ride alone or spread out in larger chairlifts and
gondolas, such as on the one at Whistler-Blackcomb.

Epic Passholders were eligible for a credit percentage based
on how many — or how few — days they were able to use
the pass.

1.
2.

Whistler-Blackcomb’s popular gondola will be reducing capacity in
response to Covid-19. Paul Morrison/Whistler

As the pandemic rages on with recent spikes across Europe
and no signs of the spread slowing down stateside, resorts
are addressing potential closures and lockdowns proactively.

“With regards to lift transport, we are fortunate in that virtually all of our ski lifts are either gondolas for 10 persons
max, chairlifts or drag lifts. This makes it much easier for
social distancing because groups and families can remain in
their own bubbles,” explains Chamonix Press Officer Claire
Burnet. She did not respond to questions about single skiers,
who historically have had the advantage of taking a spot on
a ski lift or gondola with a nearly complete party for the sake
of expediency.

Dolomiti Superski, which offers a pass for its 12 ski areas in
Italy, has taken great pains to address potential shutdowns.

It remains to be seen how new lift protocols will impact the
solo traveler, but lines may be longer.

Likewise, Maine passholders this season qualify for the Worry-Free Winter Assurance program, which guarantees 150
days of skiing at Sunday River and Sugarloaf, collectively, as
well as the option to roll over the value of their purchased
2020-21 season pass towards a pass for 2021-22 if requested
before December 10, 2020.

On the other hand, the looming uncertainty around Covid-19 and questions around air travel’s safety might ultimately mean battling crowds is a moot point.

The transparency around refunds and credits may put a few
wary skiers at ease, yet plans-of-action for potential Covidrelated closures falls short of addressing concerns like Pham’s.

Leveille, however, isn’t bothered by the protocols, many of
which won’t apply to her snowboarding lifestyle anyway. She
made it through the winter last year, her first living out of her
van and admits her focus “was snowboarding and getting in
as many days as I could in as many locations as possible.” She
managed to clock in at 29 days when the pandemic extinguished the season.

Ikon, meanwhile, proffered a discount off the upcoming
2020-21 season and nothing for passholders who saw their
season come to a sudden end.

He’s disappointed in the lack of a united approach and says
he is worried resorts in his neck of the woods aren’t taking
enough precautions. Pham believes skiing in and of itself is
low risk because it’s outside, but he continues to express concern over exposure in enclosed areas, including gondolas,
hotels and lodges.
Hoping for the best
Big Sky Resort in Montana says it’s confident the current plan
will allow it to have a full season of skiing. It’s also count-

Ingredients
For the turkey
2.2kg/4lb 14oz turkey crown
2 tsp chopped thyme leaves
50g/1¾oz butter, softened
2 small oranges, one thinly sliced, one cut in half
1-2 tbsp vegetable oil
For the gravy
3 tbsp plain flour
6 tbsp port
450ml/¾ pint hot turkey or chicken stock
splash Worcestershire sauce
2 tbsp soy sauce
salt and freshly ground black pepper
Method

The 2019-20 season was cut short abruptly amid the pandemic, leaving passholders bereft and at a financial disadvantage. For many passholders, the purchase only makes sense if
you can bank enough days on the mountain; losing months
in a season was costly.
Skiers with trips planned in mid-March and beyond this year
found themselves scrambling for some kind of recourse. How
successful their efforts were varied by pass and by individual
resort in some cases.

Preparation time: Less than 30 mins
Cooking time: Over 2 hours
Serves: Serves 8-10

Some skiers, including parents in Pham’s ski group, have decided to skip this season, thanks to the added layer of hassle.

Leveille, who holds an Ikon pass this year, says she hopes to
log 50 days on the mountain.
Stacey Lastoe/CNN

For more articles, visit AsianCampusTribune.com

Preheat the oven to 200C/180C Fan/Gas 6.
Loosen the skin on the turkey crown by pushing
your fingers (or rubber spatula) between the
skin and the meat, moving it around to get to
the tricky places and taking care not to tear the
skin.
3. Mix the thyme leaves with the softened butter
until well combined, then smear the mixture
underneath the skin of the bird. Arrange the
orange slices in two neat rows under the skin,
on top of the herb butter.
4. Place one of the orange halves under the skin
at the neck end of the bird, and any orange
trimmings in the neck cavity.
5. Transfer the turkey crown to a small roasting
tray. Rub all over with the oil and season with
salt and freshly ground black pepper. Roast
in the oven for about 1½-2 hours, or until the
juices run clear when the turkey is pierced in the
thickest part with a skewer and no traces of pink
remain. During cooking, check the turkey every
30 minutes, baste occasionally and cover with
aluminium foil if it is browning too quickly.
6. About 15 minutes before the end of cooking,
squeeze the juice from the remaining halforange over the turkey. Return the turkey to the
oven, uncovered, to allow the skin to crisp up.
7. Transfer the turkey crown to a serving platter
and set aside to rest, covered in foil, for 30
minutes. Reserve the meat juices left in the
roasting tray.
8. For the gravy, pour the juices from the roasting
tray into a jug and allow to settle. Skim all but 4
tablespoons of the fat from the top, then tip the
remaining gravy into a saucepan and heat over
a medium heat until the gravy is just simmering.
9. Whisk in the flour until the mixture is smooth
and well combined, then pour in the port and
stock and whisk again until smooth. Continue
to simmer the gravy until it starts to thicken,
then add a few drops of Worcestershire sauce
and the soy sauce.
10. Bring the gravy to the boil, adding any
remaining turkey juices released while the
meat was resting. Season, to taste, with salt and
freshly ground black pepper, then decant into a
warmed serving jug and serve with the turkey.
Mary Berry/BBC Good Food
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10 Films to Watch this November
and that does rank as one of his best. A remake of
a little-seen comedy set in 1974, The Comeback
Trail features De Niro and Zach Braff as a pair of
low-rent producers who owe a fortune to a homicidal gangster (Morgan Freeman). Their solution
(perhaps inspired by Mel Brooks’ The Producers): hire a washed-up western star (Jones, in the
role played by Buster Crabbe in the original), encourage him to do his own dangerous stunts in a
cowboy movie, and collect the insurance cheque
if, and when, he is killed.
Released on 12 November in the Netherlands and
20 November in Iceland and Sweden
Come Away
(Image credit: Signature Entertainment)

Including Supernova, a tender tearjerker with
two of the year’s finest performances, a return
of The Croods and a documentary about the life
and legacy of Billie Holiday.
Supernova

bigger stars. Kate Winslet plays Mary Anning, the
Victorian fossil hunter whose discoveries on the
Dorset coast made her a heroine to palaeontologists, but who was never quite accepted by male
scientists in her lifetime. Saoirse Ronan plays
Charlotte Murchison, an aspiring geologist who
visits Anning’s home in Lyme Regis. BBC Culture’s Caryn James says that Lee’s “exquisite” period romance is “visually stunning, emotionally
enduring [and] brutally honest”.
Released on 13 November in the US

(Credit: Studiocanal)

Handkerchiefs – and Baftas – at the ready. Supernova is a tender tearjerker which offers not one
but two of the year’s finest performances. Colin
Firth and Stanley Tucci star as Sam and Tusker,
a pianist and a novelist who have been a happy
couple for many years, but don’t have much time
left together. Tusker has early-onset dementia, so
he and Sam drive their battered camper van to
the scenic English Lake District, where they visit
Sam’s sister, and ponder what to do with the rest
of their lives. Sensitively written and directed by
Harry Macqueen, Supernova is “a heartfelt and
engaging story about love, sacrifice and what it
means to envisage life without a loved one,” says
Linda Marric of The Jewish Chronicle. “Ultimately though, it is the sheer brilliance of Firth
and Tucci’s performances which makes this into
something truly special.”
Released on 20 November in the UK and Ireland
Ammonite
Francis Lee follows his triumphant debut, God’s
Own Country, with another passionate gay love
story set against a backdrop of wild English landscapes. But Ammonite has a bigger budget and

(Credit: See Saw Films)

The Comeback Trail

(Credit: Signature Entertainment)

Earlier this year, Wendy retold the story of Peter
Pan as an American indie fantasy drama. Next
year, there’s Peter Pan and Wendy, with Jude Law
as Captain Hook. And in the meantime, we’ve got
Come Away, a prequel to both Peter Pan and Alice
in Wonderland written by Marissa Kate Goodhill. The first live-action film to be directed by
Brenda Chapman (Brave), Come Away reimagines Peter and Alice as a brother and sister who
live in Victorian England with their loving parents (Angelina Jolie and David Oyelowo). A family tragedy prompts them to retreat into fantasy
worlds populated by strange caricatures of the
people they know. Michael Caine cameos, and
Anna Chancellor plays the menacing inspiration
for Wonderland’s Queen of Hearts. Lorry Kikta
of Film Threat calls Come Away “pure magic...
a heart-rending, joyful, and gorgeous movie for
kids [that] doesn’t hesitate to dazzle even the most
jaded of adults”.
Released on 13 November in the US, Canada and
Spain
Hillbilly Elegy

(Credit: Alamy)

This retro Hollywood caper probably won’t rank
as the best film ever made by its three venerable
stars, Robert De Niro, Morgan Freeman and Tommy Lee Jones, but it does look fun. Besides, the
last time its writer-director, George Gallo, wrote
a screenplay for De Niro, it was Midnight Run,

JD Vance’s fraught account of his poverty-stricken
Appalachian upbringing in Ohio was a New York
Times bestseller in 2016, when it was viewed by
some commentators as a window into the soul of
US white, working-class, rust-belt Trump voters.
One presidential term later, the film of Hillbilly
Elegy is here, directed by Ron Howard (Apollo 13,
A Beautiful Mind) and written by Vanessa Taylor
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(The Shape of Water). Both writer and director
have worked on Oscar-winning hits, but awardswatchers have their eyes on its two female stars:
Amy Adams plays Vance’s unstable, drug-addicted
mother, and Glenn Close is the tough grandmother who raised him. “Between them,” notes Yohana
Desta in Vanity Fair, “the pair have 13 total Oscar
nominations but zero wins – making Hillbilly one
of the more intriguing titles on this year’s awards
circuit. Will one of them finally break their Oscar
spell next year and land an acting statuette? Will
both of them win? It’s possible!”

In the much-delayed sequel, they meet another
family, the Bettermans (voiced by Peter Dinklage,
Leslie Mann and Kelly Marie Tran), whose advanced lifestyle and technology makes the Croods
look even more primitive than they did already.
“The Croods lead with their heart, and the Bettermans lead with their brain,” says Joel Crawford,
the film’s director. “Of course, there’s conflict,
they face challenges, but they learn to appreciate
each other’s differences. There’s a lot of wonderful, powerful themes. But it’s a ridiculous comedy
too.”

On Netflix from 24 November

Released on 25 November in the US and 26 November in Singapore

been done to death, Sang-ho Yeon’s high-speed
Train to Busan hurtled onto our screens in 2016.
It proved to be that rare thing: a blood-soaked
zombie-apocalypse action-movie which garnered
rave reviews. Shaun of the Dead director Edgar
Wright tweeted that it was “the best zombie movie
I’ve seen in forever”. In the sequel, a soldier living
in Hong Kong is paid to return to undead-infested
South Korea to retrieve a truckful of loot. There
is gore galore, of course. But, says Manohla Dargis in the New York Times, “what is most striking
about the movie is its pervasive sense of loss – of
family, of country – and the dystopian vision of
a new normal in which ordinary people are reduced to hunters and the hunted. The melancholy
can be quite affecting.”
Released on 6 November in the UK, Ireland and
Spain, and 26 November in Mexico

(Credit: Lacey Terrell/Netflix)
(Credit: Dreamworks)

Happiest Season

Billie
(Credit: Alamy)

Uncle Frank

(Credit: Alamy)
(Credit: New Black Films/ Altitude)

Best known as an actress, Clea DuVall (Veep, The
Handmaid’s Tale) directs and co-stars in this romantic comedy about a woman (Kristen Stewart)
who goes to stay with the family of her girlfriend
(Mackenzie Davis) for Christmas. She plans to
propose while she’s there, without realising that
her girlfriend hasn’t come out to her parents. “I’m
a huge fan of Christmas movies, but I had never
seen my story represented,” DuVall told People
Magazine. “Happiest Season felt like a great opportunity to tell a universal story from a new perspective.” The sparkly wrapping paper around
DuVall’s Christmas present is its supporting cast:
Mary Steenburgen, Alison Brie, Aubrey Plaza,
and Dan Levy from Schitt’s Creek.
On Hulu from 25 November
The Croods: A New Age
The prehistoric family from 2013’s hugely enjoyable cartoon, The Croods, makes a welcome return, so we can expect more frenetic adventures,
bizarre hybrid animals, and endearing vocal work
by such well-cast actors as Nicolas Cage, Catherine Keener, Emma Stone and Ryan Reynolds.

For eight years in the 1970s, a journalist named
Linda Lipnack Kuehl researched a biography of
Billie Holiday, interviewing as many of the great
jazz chanteuse’s friends, relatives and colleagues
as she could find. Kuehl died before she could
write the book, but now James Erskine has used
her interviews as the basis of a documentary,
splicing clips from her recordings with footage
of Holiday’s electrifying live shows. The likes of
Tony Bennett, Charles Mingus and Count Basie
recall how the singer rose from the toughest of
beginnings to become an iconic star; but couldn’t
escape her demons. The results are “fascinating”
and “absorbing”, says Chris Willman in Variety.
“All this candid, first-hand testimony comes to
feel like dialogue from some forgotten noir that
has a gumshoe gathering the pieces of a murder
mystery.”
Released on 13 November in the UK and 4 December in the US
Train to Busan Presents: Peninsula
Just when we thought the living-dead genre had

(Credit: Brownie Harris/ Amazon Studios)

Taking a break from his Marvel superhero duties,
Paul Bettany stars as a New York University professor who drives to rural South Carolina with boyfriend (Peter Macdissi) and niece (Sophia Lillis)
after his bigoted father dies. This 1970s-set comedy drama is written and directed by Alan Ball,
the writer of American Beauty, and the creator of
True Blood and Six Feet Under. Johnny Oleksinski in the New York Post calls it “another American
beauty”. Revolving around a “sublime” Bettany
and a “hysterically funny” Macdissi, “Ball’s film
has something for pretty much everybody: a teen
girl’s coming-of-age story, a gay man’s coming-out
story, a defence of the rural south, a rallying cry
for East-coast elites, an old family home, a road
trip”.
Released on Amazon Prime in the US, Canada
and Germany on 25 November
Nicholas Barber/BBC
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Homemade Dog Food: Is It Healthy to Cook for Your Dog?
You Have to Follow the Recipes Exactly
Once you have a nutritionally balanced recipe for your dog,
you need to follow it precisely—from the ingredient types to
measuring the ingredients to the cooking methods used.
Cooking methods matter because steaming versus roasting
versus boiling can change the nutrient composition of a food,
which contributes to a balanced diet.
Adding or substituting ingredients, like adding chicken
on top, or substituting chicken for beef in a given recipe,
unbalances the diet and poses a risk for providing too much
or not enough of one or multiple nutrients.
Generating several balanced recipes, using a reliable
professional source, will allow you to offer a wider variety of
ingredients while still making sure that you meet your dog’s
specific nutritional needs.
You Should Use Safe, High-Quality Ingredients
Many foods, like chocolate, grapes, raisins, and macadamia
nuts, just to name a few, are unsafe or toxic for your dog.
When preparing meals, you should be aware of and avoid
these ingredients.
Feeding your dog a meal that looks similar to what you have
for dinner might be an appealing alternative to offering
commercial dog foods. However, it’s vital to your dog’s
health to remember that the nutritional needs of a canine are
different than your own. That means you can’t just cook your
dog something that’s considered healthy for humans to eat.
The decision to cook homemade dog food is one that should
be made with careful consideration and after discussing your
dog’s current health and long-term wellness goals with your
veterinarian.
You should also consult a veterinary nutritionist to provide
you with one or more balanced homemade dog food recipes.
Cooking for your dog can be a great bonding experience, and
when done correctly, provides a healthy homemade diet that
they will love.
Here’s what you need to know about homemade dog food
and what you need to consider before switching your dog
from commercial dog foods.
Is Homemade Dog Food Healthy?
While there is no hard scientific evidence to support the
statement that a homemade diet is healthier for your dog
than commercial dog foods, there are appreciable benefits
that make the option of home cooking appealing.
Here are a few of the benefits of homemade food:
Whole Foods
With homemade dog food, you can select whole-food
ingredients that you would eat yourself. You also have control
over where those ingredients are sourced, so you don’t have
to worry as much about food recalls and how foods are
prepared.
Minimally Processed Food
Ingredients can be offered any number of ways—raw,
steamed, baked, broiled, and so on, to suit your cooking
preferences or your dog’s individual palate.
The cooking methods you use in your kitchen will be far
less invasive compared to those necessary to transform
ingredients into dry kibble or canned dog food.
Variety of Fresh Ingredients
Rather than offering the same highly processed food day-in

and day-out, you can incorporate a variety of ingredients into
your dog’s daily diet, making mealtime more interesting and
inviting.
Individually Tailored Recipes
A major benefit of cooking homemade dog food over feeding
a commercial diet is that the diet can be individualized to
provide the appropriate calories and nutrients for your dog’s
age, body weight, and health issues.
You can select a combination of fresh food ingredients
to meet the specific needs of your canine companion, like
weight management, dietary allergies, or discerning palates.

Additionally, you should buy the same quality ingredients
that you would buy for yourself. You should also be aware of
the source. For example, ingredients purchased online may
come from different manufacturers or locations, which may
vary the quality of the product. Be consistent with where you
get the ingredients for your dog’s food as much as possible.
Making Homemade Dog Food Is a Big Time Commitment
Finding the time to prepare a healthy meal for yourself and
your family is often difficult, let alone preparing your dog’s
meals from scratch.

However, while it may seem easy to create a homemade diet
for your pup, cooking homemade dog food is a bit more
complicated than providing protein and vegetables.

Prepping meals in advance for the week can help—for
example, preparing one large batch on a Sunday and dividing
it into meal portions for each day would minimize the daily
time commitment.

What You Need to Know Before You Switch to Homemade
Dog Food

Also, recipes can be made to be freezer-friendly, so large
batches can be prepared in advance and stored for future use.

Carefully consider the following points to make sure this
choice is right for you and your pet:

You Will Need to Use Dog Supplements to Balance Meals

You Must Provide a Nutritionally Balanced Diet
Dogs’ nutritional needs are different from our own, so
it’s important to provide a diet that is balanced with the
appropriate nutrients needed to optimize your dog’s health.
These nutrients include calories to maintain weight or
encourage weight gain or loss; protein; fat; vitamins; and
minerals. Not enough or too many of any given nutrient can
lead to diseases, malnutrition, obesity, and even death.
You Need to Find a Verified and Reliable Recipe Source
Again, it is important for your dog’s health to provide
nutrients in the correct amounts to avoid excess or deficiency.
So, while you can find recipes for generic homemade dog
food online, in books, or in magazines, not all recipes have
been checked to make sure they are nutritionally balanced.
Consult with a veterinarian or veterinary nutritionist to
make sure that the recipe or recipes you use are balanced to
meet your dog’s nutritional needs.
An alternative option is to use the online consulting service
called BalanceIT, a site operated by a veterinary nutritionist,
to formulate a basic, nutritionally balanced recipe.

Homemade dog food supplements are often needed to ensure
that the meals are balanced, particularly when it comes to
vitamins and minerals.
Follow all veterinary advice to be sure that you’re providing
the appropriate amounts of nutrients and that the diet is
balanced considering any underlying health issues. Your
veterinarian can also give guidance on the types of dog
supplements you will need and recommended brands.
You Have to Switch Your Dog Gradually to a Homemade
Diet
Switching from a commercial diet to a homemade diet, or
even varying the ingredients in a homemade diet, can cause
some dogs gastrointestinal upset.
Make changes to your dog’s diet slowly, over at least a couple
of days, to allow your dog’s stomach time to adjust to the new
food.
If you see any signs of decreased appetite, nausea, vomiting,
or a change in stools, talk with your veterinarian as soon as
possible.
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